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The Interior exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy, and Heat Transport 

(InSight) mission goals are the investigation of the internal structure and processes of Mars, 

relating them to the evolution of other telluric planets, and the determination of the present 

level of tectonic activity and meteorite impacts on Mars surface. The Seismic Experiment for 

Interior Structure (SEIS) is one of the main instruments on board the lander. A robotic arm 

places SEIS on the Mars surface. SEIS is a very sensitive seismometer built by Centre National 

d’Études Spatiales (CNES) and its partners. This instrument monitors the seismic activity and 

tidal displacements. Over the course of one Martian year (~22.6 Earth months), the SEIS 

instrument experiences a very changing thermal environment with atmosphere temperature 

varying between -100 °C and 0 °C. The SEIS sensors are very sensitive to any temperature 

variation. So the SEIS Thermal Control System (TCS) filters these variations in the 7 hPa 

Mars atmosphere using an efficient thermal insulation system. This paper presents the SEIS 

TCS development and first in-flight performances (launch in May 2018 and landing on Mars 

in November 2018). In sequence, this paper’s contents are: thermal design, thermal numerical 

models, thermal tests, thermal behavior during first Mars surface operations and actual 

temperature variations in relation to SEIS scientific performances. 

Nomenclature 

AFT  =  Allowable Flight Temperature or Abbreviated Functional Tests 

AT  =  Aliveness Tests 

CFD  =  Computational Fluid Dynamics 

CNES  =  Centre National d’Études Spatiales (French National Space Agency) 

CO2 = Carbon Dioxide 

DLR  =  Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (German Aerospace Center) 

EBOX  =  Electonic Box 

ETHZ  =  Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich) 

FFT  =  Full Functional Tests 

FM  = Flight Model 

GN2  =  Gaseous Nitrogen 

HP3  =  Heat flow and Physical Properties Probe 

ICL/OXF  =  Imperial College of London Oxford University 

IPGP  =  Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris (Paris Institute of Earth Physics) 

InSight  =  INterior exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Transport 

IR  =  InfraRed 

JPL  =  Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

LA  =  Linear Actuator 

LM = Lockheed Martin 

LVL  =  LeVeLling structure 

LSA = Load Shunt Assembly 
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MGSE  =  Mechanical Ground Support Equipment 

MLI  =  Multi Layer Insulation 

NASA  =  National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

PCB = Printed Circuit Board 

PE  =  Proximity Electronics 

PRT  =  Platinum Resistance Thermometer 

RWEB  =  Remote Warm Enclosure Box 

SA  =  Sensor Assembly 

SciT  =  Science Temperature 

SEIS  =  Seismic Experiment of Interior Structure 

SODERN  = SOciété D’Études et Réalisations Nucléaires (Nuclear Studies and Developments Company) 

SP  =  Short Period 

STM  =  Structural and Thermal Model 

TB  =  Thermal Balance 

TCDM  =  Thermal Compensation Device Mechanism 

TCS = Thermal Control System 

TRP = Temperature Reference Point 

TTC = Thermal Time Constant 

TVAC  =  Thermal Vacuum (= test under Mars like simulated atmosphere) 

UHF = Ultra High Frequency 

VBB  =  Very Broad Band 

VDA  =  Vapor Deposited Aluminum 

WTS  =  Wind and Thermal Shield 

I. Introduction 

he SEIS seismometer is one of the main instruments of the InSight (Interior Exploration using Seismic 

Investigation Geodesy and Heat Transport) Mars mission that studies 

the internal composition of Mars. It is the 12th mission of NASA’s 

Discovery program. The InSight lander, launched from Vandenberg Air 

Force Base in California (USA) the 5th of May 2018 with an Atlas V-401 

rocket, landed the 26th of November 2018 on the Mars surface in Elysium 

Planitia site. The expected mission duration is 2 Earth years. 

InSight is the first Mars mission dedicated to studying the planet’s 

deep interior. Information about the interior structure and processes of 

Mars will advance the understanding about the formation of all the 

terrestrial planets as Earth. It will also help to find out how and why the 

magnetic field of Mars disappeared 3.5 billion years ago, resulting in the 

near disappearance of the Mars atmosphere and the transformation of the 

Mars planet into an iced and arid desert. The other principal objective of 

this Martian mission is to define the current levels of tectonic activity and 

meteorite-impact activity on Mars. 

The InSight spacecraft (see Figure 1) is based on NASA’s Phoenix 

Mars Lander heritage, including upgrades to accommodate the specific 

InSight payload for the new mission needs. The lander is equipped with a 

science deck that accommodates the scientific instruments (before the 

deployment) as well as antennas and one robotic arm for the deployment 

of instruments. It includes two solar arrays pointing in the East/West 

direction. They deploy as circular wings from the central deck with a 

wingspan of six meters. Front to back, the lander is around three meters deep and the top of the deck is around one 

meter above the Martian surface. Under the deck, equipment with limited temperature ranges are accommodated in a 

temperature-controlled box called the warm enclosure. A deployment arm installs on the Mars surface, at 

approximately one meter from the lander, two of the three principal scientific instruments: HP3 (Heat Flow and 

Physical Properties Probe) and SEIS. The Centre National d’Études Spatiales (CNES) and its partners (DLR, ETHZ, 

ICL/OXF, IPGP, JPL, SODERN) built the SEIS instrument, while Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) 

T 

 
Figure 1.  Artist's Concept of InSight 

Lander on Mars. 
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provides HP3. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) manages the InSight mission and Lockheed Martin (LM) provides 

the lander. 

The HP3 instrument allows the first precise determination of the amount of heat escaping from the planet’s interior. 

Its heat probe penetrates to a depth of around four meters beneath the Martian surface (15-fold deeper than any 

previous hardware on Mars). The HP3 instrument also includes a radiometer to measure the Mars surface temperature 

near the lander based on its infrared brightness. 

The SEIS instrument is a six-sensor seismometer including two different types of sensors that sense the tectonic 

activity and the meteorite-impact activity on Mars. The first type (three sensors) is an ultra-sensitive “very broad band” 

(VBB) pendulum under a very low pressure condition (<0.1 hPa all along the mission) that is able to detect the tiny 

movements of the Martian surface (ground oscillations measurement from medium to low frequencies). The 0.1 hPa 

requirement involves challenging design constraints (permissible leakage rate and internal outgassing) on the sealed 

sphere to prevent long term pressure increase. The second type (three sensors) is a miniature short period (SP) 

seismometer adding the capability to detect ground vibrations of higher frequency. Thanks to these sensors, SEIS can 

measure wave frequencies from Martian ground-shaking events from more than ten minutes between two waves to 

about fifty waves per second. However, the most hostile factor for a Martian seismometer is the huge temperature 

variations that occur between day and night and over the course of the Martian seasons, preventing any valuable 

measurement. In comparison, on Earth, seismometers are often underground (for example, in an abandoned mine 

shaft) where temperatures are very stable, without any disturbances related to atmospheric activity such as wind and 

temperatures. On Mars, it is not possible, with the current level of technology, to simply dig this kind of deep hole in 

order to bury and protect the seismometer. That is why the development of a specific thermal control system (TCS) is 

necessary to guarantee accurate scientific measurements, despite the severe Martian thermal conditions. This TCS is 

based on efficient thermal insulations from the Mars external environment (conductive, radiative and convective). To 

be less disturbing to measurements, this TCS is passive with heating for specific operations. 

This paper presents the thermal control system end-to-end development. This corresponds to five main steps: the 

thermal control design, the thermal numerical models, the thermal environmental tests, the thermal behavior during 

first Mars surface operations and actual temperature variations in relation to SEIS scientific performances. 

II. SEIS thermal control design description 

A. SEIS constitution 

The SEIS instrument main elements are a Sensor Assembly (SA) deployed on the Mars surface at around one 

meter from the lander and an electronic box (Ebox) accommodated inside the lander warm enclosure. A flat electrical 

harness (called tether) connects the SA to the Ebox. The SA, designed to operate directly on the planet’s surface, is 

protected from thermal radiation and convection, wind and dust by a subsystem (see Figure 2) composed of the Remote 

Warm Enclosure Box (RWEB) and the Wind and Thermal Shield (WTS). SEIS RWEB and WTS are JPL technologies 

and manufactured products. The RWEB covers the SA and takes benefit of the natural Martian atmosphere low heat 

transfer by gas conduction to insulate the SA. The WTS is a protective dome against gusts of wind, dust and the very 

marked temperature fluctuations between night and day. It is an aerodynamic shaped aluminum dome extended by a 

Kapton pleated skirt closing the remaining space to the Mars surface thanks to the weight and the warping ability of a 

   
 Figure 2.  SEIS thermal protections RWEB & WTS. 
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chainmail. The WTS is deployed after the SA on the Martian surface. Consequently, during the deployment phase, 

the instrument is not protected by WTS and SA is not fully protected from the external environment (RWEB only). 

SA (see Figures 3 and 4) includes the following elements: 

- Levelling system (LVL): main mechanical structure composed of: 

o A structural ring, central structure for mounting 

the various components. 

o A hook: interface for lander arm used for the 

instrument deployment. 

o Three structural arms: titanium arms directly 

mounted on the structural ring to support the 

hook. 

o An upper plate: the mechanical link between the 

arms and the hook. 

o Linear actuators (LA): mechanisms ensuring 

the overall instrument levelling on feet after the 

Sensor Assembly deployment. 

- Titanium sphere: container for three VBB sensors 

and accommodated on LVL structure through three 

rigid mechanical interfaces. 

- Three Proximity Electronics boxes (PE) associated with each VBB sensor. 

- Three Short Period sensors (SP): additional seismometers mounted on the LVL structure thanks to 

dedicated brackets. 

- Internal harnesses: PE boxes are connected to the sphere thanks to harnesses (one harness between each 

box and the sphere). 

- Three Cradles: SA is maintained on the science deck of the lander by three dedicated feet called cradles. 

A frangibolt actuator equips each cradle for instrument release before the deployment. 

- Load Shunt Assembly (LSA): two metallic plates, maintaining the tether in a loop, implement the tether 

connection with SEIS. This element name is the Load Shunt Assembly. This tether loop allows 

neutralization of the electronic perturbations circulating inside the tether and limits the thermo-elastic 

effects on the tether which can perturb the measurement. The LSA deployment is done by firing the 

frangibolt which maintains the two plates in contact during the launch and landing phases. 

The approximate volume is 70x70x35cm for WTS and 40x30x30cm for SA. The SA mass is around 9.5 kg and 

the internal power dissipation is about 0.1 W in the operating mode. In nominal operating mode, this dissipation is 

relatively constant and located on PE and SP with only a few mW inside the sphere. The total heating power is 1.5 W 

using one heating line located on the LVL. 

B. Martian thermal environment 

After the InSight landing, SEIS has to deal with the severe Martian diurnal environment. The Mars atmosphere is 

mainly composed of CO2 at a pressure around 7 hPa. This low-pressure level, with other environmental parameters, 

contributes to a high daily temperature variation of the Mars atmosphere. Depending on the seasonal variations, the 

 
Figure 3.  SEIS SA constitution. 

 

SA VBB inside the titanium sphere 
Ebox inside lander warm 

enclosure 

   

Figure 4.  SEIS Sensor Assembly overview and Ebox (without thermal insulations). 
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Mars atmosphere temperature varies from approximately -100 °C to -90 °C during the night to -30 °C to 0 °C during 

the day with an average temperature near -60 °C. This low-pressure level of the Mars atmosphere is offset by the 

strong wind at the Mars surface (0 to about 11 m/s or 54 km/h) with gusts to about 140 km/h and local dust storms 

(dust devils), making the external convection very difficult to predict with the wind as a key parameter. 

On the Martian surface, the direct, diffuse and reflected solar radiations are the main heat sources (see Figure 5). 

However, the dust impacts the total equivalent absorptivity of the WTS and RWEB external surfaces and the 

corresponding absorbed solar radiation. So the dust is the key parameter for the absorbed solar radiation and makes 

more complex the radiative heat exchanges characterization. Other radiative heat exchanges occur to the Mars sky and 

the Mars surface and between SEIS and the InSight lander (after deployment). 

Martian soil is a fine regolith. As regolith is a low conductive material, it implies that a thermal equilibrium under 

WTS defines the Mars surface temperature, underneath the SEIS instrument. That is why the conductive heat 

exchanges between the Mars deep ground and SEIS are difficult to evaluate. The characterization of the thermal 

equilibrium under WTS requires a dedicated thermal numerical model of the Mars ground taking into account the 

cross and transverse effects of the Martian deep ground conduction. This Mars ground modeling uses data coming 

from JPL acquired knowledge and boundary conditions given by environmental requirements. In addition, this thermal 

equilibrium has also an impact on the convective heat exchanges under WTS. 

The SEIS seismometer has to operate directly on the Martian surface in presence of these radiative, convective 

and conductive heat exchanges that are quite complex to predict. Due to these severe Martian environmental 

conditions, and in order to guarantee accurate scientific measurements, a dedicated thermal control system (TCS) is 

necessary. It is based on thermal insulations able to provide a high thermal time constant (TTC) by filtering the 

perturbations between the Mars external fluctuating environment and the VBB sensors. 

 
    Figure 5.  SEIS external environment on Mars in operating conditions. 
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C. SEIS TCS constraints 

The main constraints for the SEIS TCS design is to deal with the severe Martian thermal environment. However, 

another constraint is the limited total electrical power available for the TCS of 1.5 W of installed power. It implies 

that the TCS has to be passive, with heating for specific operations and during winter, and based on thermal inertia of 

SA and thermal insulations from the Martian thermal environment. In addition to these two constraints, there is a mass 

limitation due to the robotic arm capacity to deploy the SEIS instrument from the lander deck. So increasing SEIS 

mass in order to increase the total thermal inertia is not possible. Furthermore, the SEIS instrument is a very low 

dissipative instrument (about 0.1 W in operating mode). So it is directly exposed to the Mars cold environment and 

can easily reach very low boundary temperatures. Finally, the TCS shall not perturb the scientific measurements. 

Indeed, VBB sensors are very sensitive to any motion. So it is impossible to use a mechanical thermostat (with a 5 °C 

dead band) to drive the heating line. 

D. SEIS TCS objectives 

The SEIS TCS objectives are to 

maintain all the elements of the 

instrument within Allowable Flight 

Temperature (AFT) ranges (see Figure 

6) all along the mission, in operating 

and non-operating conditions, in 

deployed and stowed configurations. 

When the instrument is switched off 

(before and during the deployment 

phase), it can survive in non-operating 

AFT ranges. When the instrument is 

switched on, it can operate inside the operating AFT ranges reduced to insure the scientific performances. The 

materials, parts and processes temperature limits define operating and non-operating qualification temperature ranges. 

Furthermore, in order to guarantee the instrument scientific performance, thanks to the efficient thermal 

insulations, the filtering of the fluctuations coming from the exterior (or Mars external environment) is equivalent to 

a high thermal time constant between the WTS external radiative and convective sink temperature and each internal 

VBB or SP temperature. The formulation of this thermal time constant is the following. Considering a thermal system 

without internal heat dissipation and at thermal equilibrium with its environment, if a sudden external environment 

temperature step occurs, the following relation gives the thermal time constant “” of this system: 

   (1) 

Where 

Tsystem(t) is the system temperature at instant t (°C). 

Tinitial is the initial temperature of the system (before the environment temperature step) (°C). 

Tfinal is the final system temperature equal to the environment temperature step (°C). 

 is the thermal time constant (time for the system to reach around 63% of the temperature step). 

 
In order to have a sufficient filtering of the environmental fluctuations during scientific measurements in all 

temperature levels, the scientific requirement is an overall thermal time constant higher than 8 hours: Mars-VBB > 8hrs. 

For practical reasons, coming in particular from testing at successive levels and from the need to also minimize the 

temperature amplitudes of the three SP, the TCS requirements include two thermal time constants (TTC) that, in a 

first order evaluation called "first order filter", are additive: 

- TTC1, between the Mars external environment and the sphere outside (including filtering by WTS and 

RWEB), higher than 5.5 hours: Mars-sphere > 5.5hrs. 

- TTC2, between the sphere outside and each VBB, higher than 2 hours: sphere-VBB > 2hrs. 

 

In addition, to guarantee the daily stability, the maximum temperature variations peak to peak shall be less than 

35 °C for the sphere and 85 °C for the PE (Tsphere < 35 °C and TPE < 85 °C). Higher daily variations of the instrument 

temperatures can disturb the scientific measurements. Furthermore, to guarantee an end of mission low pressure level 

inferior to 0.1 hPa inside the titanium sphere containing the three VBB, the thermo-elastic stresses shall be limited. 

So the maximum temperature difference allowed between VBB and sphere is 60 °C (Tsphere-VBB < 60 °C). 

Item 
Operating Non-Operating Start up 

Tmin Tmax Tmin Tmax Tmin 

Sphere VBB -65°C +30°C -90°C +40°C -65°C 

Linear Actuator -50°C +40°C -105°C +40°C -65°C 

LVL -50°C +40°C -105°C +40°C -65°C 

Proximity electronics -65°C +40°C -100°C +40°C -65°C 

SP sensors -65°C +40°C -100°C +40°C -65°C 

  Figure 6.  SEIS Allowable Flight Temperature (AFT) ranges. 
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E. SEIS TCS concept 

The instrument TCS covers the following elements: sphere and the three VBBs; proximity electronic boxes; SP 

sensors; LVL and its associated linear actuators. The electronic box (located inside the lander) and the tether external 

part have their dedicated TCS. The Sensor Assembly TCS is passive with heating for specific operations and consists 

in a complete thermal insulation (convective, radiative and conductive) from the external environment leading to an 

overall thermal time constant higher than the requirement (Mars-VBB > 8hrs). The TCS concept is based on the following 

principles (as illustrated by the Figure 7): 

- The RWEB and WTS thermal protections insulate (when fully deployed) the overall instrument against 

external radiation, convection, wind and dust. 

- A mechanical structure insulates the instrument from conductive heat exchanges with the Mars ground 

thanks to insulating feet. 

- A sealed titanium sphere containing the three VBBs under a very low pressure provides a high thermal 

inertia and a high thermal insulation with regard to the heat conduction to the three VBB thanks to 

titanium washers and low internal heat exchanges by gas conduction. In addition, the internal and external 

sphere heat radiation is reduced thanks to the low IR emissivity of its gold coating. The sphere is an 

efficient thermal protection of the VBB scientific measurements (the most sensitive part of the Sensor 

Assembly) using a complete thermal insulation (radiative, convective and conductive). The main reason 

to have a sealed sphere at very low pressure is to maximize the seismometers’ sensitivity (which are 

mechanical pendulums). In 2015, abnormal pressure leaks, observed during tests (transitions to first cold 

plateau), induce ~7 and ~1013 hPa of GN2 inside the sphere and demonstrate TTC2 ≈ 1.5hrs, not so far 

of the requirement of 2hrs minimum. Having the same TTC2 at the two pressures proves that natural 

convection is not present inside the sphere. 

  
Figure 7.  Overview of the passive thermal control principles of the WTS and RWEB. 
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- Low heat exchanges by gas conduction are always present inside the sphere and between the two Mylar 

sheets of the RWEB. 

- Heat exchanges by natural convection are low within the cavity between WTS, RWEB and Mars surface, 

if the WTS pleated skirt prevents efficiently Mars wind intrusion under WTS. 

- A high thermal inertia filters the strong daily variations of the Mars environment. 

- Only one thermal zone contains all the internal dissipative power of the instrument. 

- Heat leaks are as low as possible using a gold coating to reduce the radiative heat leaks (on sphere, LVL, 

PE, SP and SA structure) and using titanium parts to reduce the conductive heat leaks. 

- An active thermal control uses only one heating line of 1.5 W of installed power provided by three heaters 

mounted on the LVL structure close to each linear actuator. The SEIS instrument implements this heating 

line as constant heating power. It is mainly used before switching on the instrument in order to reach the 

minimum start-up temperature and to heat the SA during the winter season. 

 

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory developed especially the WTS to protect the SEIS instrument from wind, dust and 

Mars thermal environment. This protection is dropped off on three legs over the sensor after the SEIS deployment 

(see Figure 2). It is composed of an aluminum dome with an aerodynamic shape able to minimize the convective heat 

exchanges and wind effects. A Kapton thermal skirt on the bottom of the dome equips the WTS for better protection 

and to reduce the Mars surface asperities impact thanks to a chainmail that fits perfectly to the irregular Martian 

surface and its eventual small rocks. The design is robust to small open gaps due to rocks (proven by a dedicated 

analysis). In order to reduce the IR exchanges between WTS and Mars sky and to guarantee acceptable solar and 

albedo absorptions, the WTS dome external surface is coated by silicon oxide (IR emissivity between 0.15 and 0.25 

and solar absorptivity between 0.20 and 0.46 depending on the dust effect). The WTS pleated skirt is bare Kapton. To 

improve the radiation thermal insulation with the RWEB, the WTS internal surfaces have low IR emissivity coatings 

as Vapor Deposit Aluminum (VDA) for the Kapton skirt. The dome dimensions are ~70 cm in diameter and ~35 cm 

high. The WTS covers the seismometer without touching it to avoid any conductive heat leaks with the instrument. 

The Remote Warm Enclosure Box (RWEB) is an 

additional thermal insulation accommodated directly on the 

Sensor Assembly (see Figure 8). The RWEB is a hexagonal 

cover, ~40 cm in diameter with a mass of ~1 kg. The RWEB 

consists of two successive sheets of Mylar spaced apart by 2 

cm. It takes benefits from the natural low-pressure level of 

the Martian atmosphere and its low thermal conductivity, 

especially at cold, to reduce sharply the heat transfer through 

the RWEB thanks to an insulation by a gas layer of ~2 cm 

thickness. Mylar spacers separate the two sheets to reduce 

conductive heat leaks. VDA on the internal faces implements 

a radiative thermal insulation. The external coating of the 

RWEB is Kapton. By this way, during the deployment phase 

without the WTS, the RWEB exterior temperature is 

acceptable during sun exposure. 

III. SEIS thermal numerical models 

Dedicated thermal numerical models (Ref. 1), based on the Lumped Parameter Method, supports the SEIS TCS 

design development. The software used is SYSTEMA/THERMICA, deployed by AIRBUS DS. Detailed numerical 

models (see Figure 9) of the Sensor Assembly, in stowed and deployed configurations, on Mars surface (CO2 and 

Mars gravity) and for thermal tests (GN2 and Earth gravity), achieve the thermal analyses in flight and testing 

conditions and predict the performance of the design. 5457 thermal nodes (5115 for the sphere) are in the SEIS Sensor 

Assembly numerical models. 8 diffusive nodes represent the internal CO2 (or GN2) between RWEB and WTS. 

Modeling the Mars orbit and daily rotation for each day of the year allows the calculation of the solar heat radiation 

on Mars. A ray tracing method that employs a Monte-Carlo algorithm computes the radiative heat exchanges between 

each surface. The modeling of each surface coating uses IR emissivity, solar absorptivity and specularity. These 

thermo-optical properties take into account the dust carried by the wind on Mars. The dust makes no difference on the 

IR emissivity. However, the solar absorptivity value depends on the dust deposition. Additionally, the Mars 

 

 
Figure 8.  Cross-section view of the RWEB with SA. 
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atmosphere opacity due to the dust particles allows the calculation of the solar diffuse radiation. Considering a Mars 

surface albedo coefficient between 0.2 and 0.5, the albedo radiation calculation takes into account the dust impact. 

Due to the low heat dissipation produced by the instrument, it is necessary to be accurate on the heat leaks, 

especially on conductive transfers inside the structure. Thermally insulating cradles reduce greatly the heat transfer 

by thermal conduction between SA and Mars ground. To correctly evaluate the conductive path through this interface, 

the software NX IDEAS, using a Finite Element Method, allows a refined conductive modeling of the cradles and a 

precise identification of the rough conductive couplings integrated into the global SEIS thermal numerical models. 

CO2 (or GN2) nodes allow the calculation of heat transfer by convection with the structure and, through the 

potential wind leaks under the skirt, with the external atmosphere. Considering a CO2 (or GN2) thermal conductivity 

as a function of temperature, the gas conduction through CO2 (or GN2) nodes is taken into account. A particular 

attention has been paid on the convective thermal couplings under Mars (or Earth) gravity. For the external convection 

and to estimate the equivalent convective heat transfer coefficients by area, the STAR CCM+ software performs a 

CFD analysis. Another CFD analysis evaluates the natural convective heat transfer coefficients under the WTS. Linear 

conductors in the thermal numerical models represent all these convective couplings, correlated in thermal tests 

conditions (GN2 and Earth gravity) thanks to the Thermal Balance (TB) tests. The modeling of the thermal capacities, 

from material properties (mass and heat capacity), includes the CO2 (or GN2) in the cavity between WTS, RWEB and 

the Mars surface. 

The thermal time constants (TTC1 and TTC2) evaluation uses the thermal numerical models and thermal 

characterizations during TVAC and TB testing under Earth gravity and with ~7 hPa of GN2 instead of ~7 hPa of CO2. 

Earth test is conservative because of two significant differences that are, firstly, greater gas conduction between the 

two Mylar sheets of the RWEB and inside the sphere and, secondly, greater natural convection under the WTS due to 

the higher Earth gravity. Even if testing is conservative, TTC1 and TTC2 required values are kept identical. GN2 

replaces CO2 for two reasons: test facilities existing capabilities and no risk of CO2 frost in coldest conditions. 

Since the main thermal driver of the SEIS TCS design is the external environment, its own thermal modeling needs 

particular attention and refinement. So, the Mars environment thermal numerical models include the Mars surface and 

ground, the sky, the atmosphere and the sun’s contribution. A 1.6 m diameter cylinder allows to compute surface and, 

up to a depth of 4 m, ground temperatures. This modeling, discussed with JPL, uses boundary conditions given by 

environmental requirements. The Mars surface, between 2 concentric discs (of diameters 10 m and 1.6 m) is at the 

required boundary temperatures. The 4 m depth temperature boundary is at the mean Martian temperature over the 

year of -55 °C. The cylinder lateral surface is adiabatic. The Mars ground internal temperatures calculation considers 

a thermal conductivity of 0.04 W.m-1.K-1, a density of 1500 kg.m-3 and a specific heat capacity of 800 J.kg-1.K-1. Close 

to the WTS, the Mars surface temperatures calculation considers the radiative heat loads from Sun and Mars 

atmosphere, the external convection and the deep ground conduction. Under the WTS, the Mars surface temperatures 

calculation takes into account the radiative heat exchanges, the deep ground conduction, CO2 convection and gas 

conduction. 

The Mars ground modeling under the WTS is by a cylinder including a conductive network of 960 thermal nodes. 

Its meshing includes different layers (to provide a temperature profile along the depth), sectors (to integrate the impact 

of the sunlight daily rotation) and circles centered on SEIS axis (to be representative of the instrument thermal interface 

location). The Mars ground meshing follows a non-linear distribution along radial and axial directions. A sky vault 

  

Figure 9.  Views of the SEIS thermal numerical models (with and without WTS and RWEB). 
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covers the Mars ground model and represents the radiative environment and the CO2 atmosphere contribution outside 

the WTS. The convective module of STAR CCM+ calculates all the convective heat exchanges with the WTS exterior 

in natural or forced regimes. 

The seismometer is submitted to multiple heat leaks through the tether harness, feet, cradles, hook and RWEB. So, 

sensitivity studies on key parameters (including convective coefficients) allow a rough evaluation of the calculation 

uncertainties and of the main heat leaks. 

The thermal analyses predict compliance with all requirements and identify the two following critical cases: the 

cold non-operating cases on Mars surface after SEIS full deployment and on the lander before its deployment. The 

thermal analysis at lander level uses the delivery to Lockheed Martin of interface thermal numerical models. 

IV. SEIS thermal control verification and validation by thermal tests 

Verification by testing includes a lot of tests (Ref. 1 and Ref. 2), under space vacuum and ~7 hPa of GN2, at 

instrument level and at lander level. These tests are on different SEIS models such as Structural and Thermal Model 

(STM), Flight Model (FM) or Spare Model (developed to prevent any FM failure). Several of these tests contribute to 

the TCS validation: 

- Thermal Balance (TB) test on the SA STM with WTS to correlate the thermal numerical models (2013). 

- TVAC4 test on the SA, Ebox and Tether FM to qualify the instrument and to verify TTC2 (2017). 

- TVAC/TB test on the lander FM without solar arrays (Landed TVAC) and with the full FM SEIS model 

(SA, Ebox, tether and WTS). The SEIS team uses this test campaign to correlate the numerical models 

and to validate TTC1 and TTC2 (2017). A solar simulator is used during this test. 

The SA STM, built early in the instrument development plan, allows the correlation of the first version of the SA 

thermal numerical models improving our knowledge of the SA global thermal behavior with some TB phases under 

deep vacuum to better discriminate, by the superposition principle, the atmospheric thermal effects. The TVAC4 and 

Landed TVAC, performed on the FM, achieves the final TCS validation. 

As said before, note that testing under ~7 hPa of GN2, instead of ~7 hPa of CO2, allows both conservative TTC1 

and TTC2 validation and some test simplifications (use of facilities existing capabilities and no risk of CO2 frost). 

A. TVAC4: instrument level 

1. Context and objectives 

This test, performed on the SEIS FM, is on a complete configuration including SA, Ebox and tether but without 

the WTS. This test, run in the SIMDIA space vacuum chamber at AIRBUS DS Toulouse (France), begins the 3th and 

ends the 28th June 2017. TVAC4 main objectives are: 

- Perform a full functional test in space environment at cold and hot instrument qualification temperature range 

for instrument qualification. 

- Perform a total cumulative duration at hot and cold for environmental stress screening needs on SA and Ebox 

in operating and non-operating modes. 

- Verify during transitions TTC2 (sphere-VBB > 2hrs). 

From a functional test point of view, the goal is to reach the required temperature levels of the instrument for each 

test phase. This test campaign has no TCS verification objective (such as TCS performance characterization, numerical 

model correlation…). 

 

2. Test profile 

From a functional testing point of view, the goal is to perform three temperature cycles (see Figure 10) in the 

qualification temperature range on SA and Ebox. The test objectives involve a test profile divided in fifteen test phases. 

They allow three levels of functional tests: Full Functional Tests, Abbreviated Functional Tests and Aliveness 

Tests. In addition, a specific functional test deals with cradle activation using the frangibolt actuation. 

This test is under ~7 hPa of GN2 (except the first warm-up under deep vacuum to ensure outgassing). Because of 

the high thermal inertia, the shrouds temperatures vary from +30 °C to -170 °C in order to help the SA to reach its 

required temperature levels. 
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3. Test facility and configuration 

Two covers, thermally controlled and installed on an MGSE (Mechanical Ground Support Equipment), manage 

the Sensor Assembly and Ebox 

temperatures (see Figures 11 and 12). 

Heaters, accommodated on each cover, 

ensure the temperature control of each zone. 

IR radiation to the chamber shrouds 

performs the cool-down of each zone 

(covers are not protected by MLI). A 

radiative screen, composed of an MLI 

wrapped on a structure, insulates each cover 

from the other one. The tether is rolled under 

the MLI and heaters are accommodated on 

the supporting structure, under the MLI, to 

protect the tether from shroud cold 

temperatures. 

 

The VBB functional tests are Mars 

gravity dependent. To mimic the Mars 

gravity effect on the VBBs and the SPs 

(both being mechanical pendulums), the 

Sensor Assembly is mounted on a dedicated 

MGSE equipped with motors able to change 

the instrument tilt during the test. It is 

possible to tilt the instrument from -68° to 

+22° on three axes with an accuracy of 0.1°. 

This angle can change during the TVAC test 

without opening the door and with a camera 

check of the MGSE rotation during the test. 

 

4. Test constraints 

The main functional constraint is the VBB PRT acquisition saturation out of the range [-80 °C; +32 °C] against a 

larger required range of [-105 °C; +45 °C]. 

 
Figure 11.  TVAC4: test configuration. 

 

 
Figure 10.  TVAC4: as-planned test profile (FFT=Full Functional Tests, AFT=Abbreviated Functional Tests 

and AT=Aliveness Tests). 

 

 
Figure 12.  TVAC4: SA cover. 
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Another temperature constraint is the limited temperature difference between VBB and sphere in order to be 

compliant to the requirement of Tsphere-VBB < 60 °C. Due to the high thermal insulation between VBB and sphere, this 

limit can be reached during the transitions between test plateaus. 

In addition, different temperature levels are required for VBBs and sphere in order to reach the qualification limits: 

[-110 °C; +60 °C] on the sphere (at exhaust tube location) and [-105 °C; +45 °C] on the VBBs. To achieve these 

qualification limits without violating the other VBB requirements, the strategy is to take benefits of the high thermal 

inertia between sphere and VBB. Indeed, the fast increasing of the sphere temperature until its qualification limit (+60 

°C) with an immediate decreasing until the VBB qualification limit (+45 °C) allows to maintain the VBBs 

temperatures under their qualification level. This operation is performed at hot and called “touch and go”. At cold, the 

same operation is performed but with an additional plateau at the VBB minimum qualification temperature in order 

to accumulate a sufficient total duration at this temperature for environmental stress screening needs. This operation 

at cold is called “touch and dwell”. 

The solution to these three test constraints is to extrapolate the VBBs temperature outside the acquisition range 

using a first order filter model as described below. This equation assumes that the heat transfers are mainly conductive 

(good estimation as a first approach): 

   (2) 

Where 

Tn
VBB is the VBB temperature at instant n (°C). 

Tn-1
VBB is the VBB temperature at the previous instant (°C). 

Tn
sphere is the sphere temperature at instant n (°C). 

t is the time step. 

 is the thermal time constant TTC2. 

 

By this way, it is possible to evaluate the VBBs temperatures outside the acquisition range and to drive correctly 

the temperatures during the “touch and go” and the “touch and dwell” (taking benefit of high thermal inertia and 

thermal insulation between VBB and sphere). It is also possible to verify the internal temperature differences and to 

pre-estimate TTC2. 

 

5. Main results 

Figure 13 presents the as-run test profile. All targeted temperatures are reached and all constraints are respected. 

Transitions are shorter than planned due to the transitions optimization during the test to be able to perform the “touch 

and go”. However, the total duration of the test is as expected because an MGSE motor anomaly causes a twist of the 

 
Figure 13.  TVAC4: as-run test profile. 
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tether and necessitates the chamber opening to be sure there is no degradation. After inspection, no damage is observed 

and the test can continue. The first “touch and go” is not achieved because, at the beginning of the test, not enough 

data are available for TTC2 correlation to be able to predict the VBBs temperature outside the acquisition range. The 

“touch and dwell” at cold is also impossible due to an insufficient temperature difference between VBB and sphere 

caused by the too high thermal inertia of the MGSE. However, this is acceptable. 

Thanks to the first order filter, sphere-VBB estimation during the test is ≈4hrs. This is compliant with the requirement 

of 2hrs minimum. TTC2 is temperature dependent due to radiative exchanges inside the sphere. In addition, the flight 

PRT temperatures are in-line with the associated thermocouples readings. The total cumulative durations at cold and 

at hot during the test are compliant. The Frangibolt firing works as expected. So the SEIS instrument qualification 

under Mars like simulated atmosphere is successful thanks to this TVAC4 test. 

B. LANDED TVAC: Lander level 

 

1. Context and objectives 

This test is a TVAC test at lander level including payloads. SEIS takes the opportunity of this test to achieve its 

own Thermal Balance (TB) objectives. This test begins the 30th of October and ends the 18th of November 2017 and 

takes place in the Space Simulation Laboratory thermal chamber at Lockheed Martin in Colorado (USA). The InSight 

Lander is the Flight Model without the solar arrays and the HP3 instrument is the Flight Model. The SEIS instrument 

is the full Flight Model in deployed configuration: SA with Ebox, tether and WTS. This test applies the qualification 

levels, is under ~7 hPa of GN2 (excepted for the first transition) and uses a solar simulator. 

 

The objectives of this test, from SEIS instrument point of view, are: 

- Maintain the SA temperature and temperature differences within the acceptable ranges. 

- Reach the required temperatures for functional tests. 

- Achieve the TB test phases of the instrument for the thermal numerical models correlation. 

- Verify during transitions TTC1 (Mars-sphere > 5.5hrs) and TTC2 (sphere-VBB > 2hrs). 

 

2. Test profile 

The test profile (see Figure 14) has six main phases and sixteen sub-phases including two temperature plateaus for 

cold and hot functional tests. The TTC1 and TTC2 validation is done during the cold and hot transitions and the TB 

test phases are done during the cold and hot plateaus. The heaters validation is done during the cold functional tests 

and the solar simulation is active during the hot transition with 350 W.m-2 of incident sun simulated radiation. 

 

  
 Figure 14.  Landed TVAC: planned test profile. 
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3. Test facility and configuration 

The SEIS instrument with WTS is accommodated on a dedicated temperature-controlled plate in deployed 

configuration with its tether (see Figure 15). The TCS of SEIS assembly is ensured by its own flight heaters line only. 

To be flight representative, the SEIS instrument is covered by its WTS. The SEIS instrument tether is plugged to 

the Ebox which is installed in its flight location, below the lander’s deck. 

In addition, to be able to estimate the sun simulated radiation and the IR radiation from neighboring instruments, 

five adiabatic coupons (calorimeters) are located around the SEIS instrument (see Figure 16). 

 

4. Test constraints 

This test is driven by the Lockheed Martin team with a priority to the lander test objectives. Indeed, SEIS uses this 

test as an opportunity to perform the thermal numerical models and thermal time constants (TTC) correlation. Similar 

to the TVAC4 test, the constraints are the VBB PRT acquisition saturation out of the range [-80 °C; +32 °C] and the 

limited temperature differences between VBB and sphere of Tsphere-VBB < 60 °C. 

In addition, since the SEIS instrument is in operational conditions with the lander, the SEIS temperatures are not 

always accessible during the test (depending on the lander and SEIS operational modes). 

Similar to the TVAC4 test, a rough thermal numerical model with five nodes (WTS, sphere, RWEB, VBB and 

cold plate) is sufficient to verify the VBBs temperatures outside the acquisition range, to verify the internal 

temperature differences and to estimate the thermal time constants (TTC1 and TTC2). 

 

5. Main results 

As-run test profile is shown in Figure 17. After the end of the test, all thermal goals are achieved and all thermal 

constraints are respected. The SA temperatures and temperature differences are inside the acceptable ranges All 

targeted temperatures for functional tests are reached and the hot and cold TB stabilization criteria are reached. The 

total duration of the test is as expected and sufficient data are gathered to perform the thermal numerical models 

correlation. TTC1 and TTC2 are evaluated during the test thanks to the first order filter (as for TVAC4). The same 

TTC2 (or sphere-VBB) value as TVAC4 is observed between VBB and sphere. Between WTS and sphere outside, WTS-

sphere (< TTC1) is evaluated ≈4.6hrs for the mission extreme condition. This does not demonstrate the TTC1 

requirement of 5.5hrs minimum. This estimation is conservative before the addition of Mars-WTS. Moreover, it is not 

very precise because of the first order filter limitations as no taking into account second order radiative heat exchanges 

or convection regime changes due to temperature levels evolutions. 

During the test, the SEIS thermal numerical models results are compared to the test results. The thermal numerical 

models are representative of main tendencies and give correct results. However, a correlation activity is necessary to 

reduce the discrepancies. 

 

  
  Figure 15.  Landed TVAC: test configuration. 

 

 
Figure 16.  Landed TVAC: location of adiabatic 

coupons (calorimeters). 
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6. Thermal numerical models correlation and in-flight predictions 

One of the objectives of the landed TVAC thermal test is to provide data for the thermal numerical models 

correlation. The different phases, simulated during the landed TVAC, are as near of flight conditions as possible in 

terms of instrument activity, thermal interfaces and environmental heat sinks in order to correlate the SEIS instrument 

thermal numerical models in flight representative cases. The correlation activity allows to validate the two specified 

thermal time constants (TTC) and the SEIS instrument thermal behavior (heat transfer paths and heat leaks). This 

analysis has the objective to obtain a correlated model in order to perform the final flight predictions of SEIS 

instrument temperatures and the heating line electrical consumption. To correlate the thermal numerical models with 

test results, the modified parameters are the followings: 

- An error in the numerical model for a conductive heat leak through the tether has a noticeable impact. 

The incorrect value of 10 W.K-1 is quite different of the estimated value of 1 W.K-1. 

- The correlation identifies directly from test results some design local updates, done after STM testing, 

difficult to evaluate by modeling, as small volume reduction of some internal cavities. 

- The WTS dome external absorptivity increases from 0.20 to 0.25 (beginning of life and without dust). 

- The WTS internal IR emissivity increases from 0.025 to 0.06 (dome) and from 0.1 to 0.2 (skirt). 

- When the WTS is colder than the test plate, a GN2 circulation change inside WTS implies more heat 

exchanges. The convective coefficients are multiplied by 3 inside WTS in this gas circulation condition. 

- The insulation efficiency through the RWEB is lower than expected. The heat transfer by gas conduction 

is multiplied by 6 in a quick misleading approach assigning heat leaks by singularities to gas conduction. 

 

With these thermal numerical models parameters updates, the temperature difference between the thermal 

numerical models and the test results of the Landed TVAC is limited to an average of 0.7 °C with a maximum 

discrepancy of +5 °C on the WTS dome. However, on the dome, the radiative heat exchanges are complex to model 

due to the complex dome shape and due to the solar radiation effect. 

This thermal numerical models correlation activity, based on the Landed TVAC test, allows satisfactory flight 

predictions. The results demonstrate that all temperatures are compliant, that the daily variation of temperatures is 

compliant and that the heating power is sufficient. The thermal time constant TTC1 and TTC2 evaluations are well 

advanced and satisfactory. Thanks to these testing outputs, the in-service main events can be predicted and this 

correlated thermal numerical model can be extrapolated to Mars conditions and can be used for the thermal support to 

in-service operations during the first Mars surface operations. 

 
Figure 17.  Landed TVAC: as-run test profile. 
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V. SEIS first scientific operations on Mars surface 

After a launch from Vandenberg Air Force Base on May 5th 2018, the InSight lander reaches Mars surface (Elysium 

Planitia) on November 26th 2018 (see Figure 18). The landing Sol is the 

Sol 0 (26th of November 2018). 

On Sol 4, a checkout of SEIS is performed (SEIS ON for 15 

minutes), showing a nominal behavior of all the subsystems that could 

be tested, and allowing the heater activation in order to raise the 

minimal temperatures. During the period of time with SEIS on the 

lander’s deck, many tilt measurements are performed and a large 

quantity of SP data is gathered. In particular, a first calibration of the 

SPs is performed on Sol 14 and, for the first time, the SPs are ON during 

a UHF pass on Sol 16. 

After its capture on Sol 20 by the deployment arm, SEIS is deployed 

on the Mars surface on Sol 22 (18th of December 2018) on a sandy and 

flat soil, making us confident on the fact that the WTS, and in particular 

its skirt, forms a good seal with the Mars surface. The cradle’s frangibolt 

works perfectly. The first data from the surface of Mars is processed on 

Sol 24. Of course, the signal seen by the SPs is different from the one 

seen on the deck with, in particular, a strong minimization of several 

modes and a lowering of the noise level. On Sol 30, the first levelling 

of SEIS is successful. 

It is followed, on Sol 35, by the first recentering of the VBBs, with 

a first set of data acquisition. Before this operation of recentering of the VBBs, 

the mobile part of the pendulums is in protection mode (named saturation) to 

preserve these ultra-sensitive instruments from shocks and vibrations of the 

launch and landing. For the first time, a simultaneous desaturation of the 3 VBBs 

and the 3 SPs is done. On Earth, because of the gravity level, it is only possible 

to desaturate 2 VBBs and 1 SP at the same time. On Sol 37, the opening of the 

tether storage box on the lander side allows the tether to lie flat on the Mars 

surface. 

On Sol 40, the LSA’s frangibolt is successfully activated after the balancing 

mechanisms of the VBBs are put in their storage position in order to withstand 

the shock induced by the LSA’s frangibolt activation. However, the LSA is not 

considered opened since the two plates that maintained the LSA loop are still in 

contact. Several sols are necessary for JPL to try to use the scoop of the 

deployment arm to force the opening of the LSA by pulling on the pinning mass of the tether. On sol 61, the third try 

works and the LSA loop is deployed correctly (see Figure 19). Meantime, on Sol 44, one leg of the LVL is retracted 

by 1.35 mm and a level low activity is performed. After a few other Sols dedicated to the final imaging of the SA and 

the preparation of the WTS deployment, the WTS is finally deployed (see Figure 20) on Sol 66 (2nd of February 2019). 

After an unexpected gradual descent of the WTS skirt during some Sols probably due to very cold temperatures, the 

rather sandy and flat landing site insures a good contact of the WTS skirt with the Mars surface and a low probability 

of wind intrusion under the WTS. 

   
 Figure 20.  SEIS on Insight deck (left), on Mars surface without WTS (center) and fully deployed (right). 

 
Figure 18.  First image on InSight after its 

landing on the Mars planet on November 

26th 2018 (SEIS’s RWEB on the left). 

 
  Figure 19.  LSA opened. 
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While the HP3 team is preparing and deploying their instrument (on sol 76), the commissioning activities start for 

SEIS. The first SEIS activities consist of tuning the TCDM (Thermal Compensation Device Mechanism) in order to 

minimize the thermal sensitivity of the VBBs. This activity requires two series of TCDMs movements (from sols 77 

and 80), while four are initially planned, as the results are already meeting the expectations and the predictions. 

Figure 21 shows the global variations of the temperatures of SA and Ebox, depending on the configuration of the 

heaters, on the Sensor Assembly, as well as the deployment step. The heater status is shown by the pictograms at the 

top of the figure (red for ON, green for OFF) and the deployment step is shown by the pictures at the bottom. The 

cloud in the figure shows a period of time where the sky’s opacity is increasing. 

At the time when this article is written, a few steps of the SEIS commissioning are missing, like the calibrations 

of the VBBs at various temperatures (using dedicated calibration actuators) and a few other steps. However, all the 

components of the SEIS instrument are tested and are working nominally. 

VI. SEIS thermal behavior during first Mars surface operations 

After InSight landing, thermal data are received from the lander and from SEIS instrument. The SEIS temperatures 

obtained are compared to the thermal requirements and compared to the correlated thermal numerical models results 

in order to support the first Mars surface operations. This paragraph presents the on board telemetry and temperatures 

seen by SEIS instrument during the three phases of SEIS deployment: SEIS on deck after landing, SEIS deployed 

without WTS and SEIS deployed with WTS. It presents the thermal numerical models results in comparison to the 

temperatures seen on Mars surface, the associated thermal time constants (TTC) and the status regarding the thermal 

requirements. The data available for monitoring SEIS operations are the following: 

- EBOX TRP and PCBs temperatures and line intensity to get information on the operations status (heaters 

ON/OFF, LA warm-up, units switch on, levelling, tilt…). 

- SP enclosure and internal temperatures. 

- PE temperatures. 

- VBB TRP temperatures. 

- LVL temperatures (1 LVL PT1000 and 2 SciT PT1000 glued on the LVL ring). 

- Frangibolt temperatures. 

- Lander temperatures (solar arrays, deck temperature and estimation of Mars atmosphere temperature). 

 
Figure 21.  Global evolution of the SA and Ebox temperatures with heater status and the deployment steps. 
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The main operations with a thermal impact are presented below. The thermal data linked to these operations are 

used by SEIS thermal team to support the first Mars operations and verify the thermal requirements.  

 

During the cruise, several instrument checkouts are performed. For all these operations, the SEIS thermal behavior 

is as expected and temperatures remained within AFT. On Mars, the first operations to prepare SEIS for the science 

mode are the deck operations before deployment, the surface operations without WTS and the surface operations with 

WTS in operating mode. The deck operations occur from sol 0 to sol 22. During this phase, the SEIS checkout is done 

on sol 4 where SEIS is switched on during 15 minutes leading to the first acquisition of SP, PE and SciT temperatures. 

In addition, the LVL heaters are switched on in order to raise the minimal temperatures. The surface operations without 

WTS occur from sol 22 to sol 66. During this phase, the LVL heaters are switched on during the night and off during 

the day as expected. After the deployment of the WTS from sol 66 to sol 76, it is necessary to wait for the thermal 

stabilization to characterize the measurement noise due to heaters (by switching on the sensors during 24hrs with 

heaters on and then switching off the heaters during 24hrs). After these verifications, the full science mode is activated. 

The overall SEIS temperatures during the phases on the deck and fully deployed are presented in Figures 22 and 23. 

 
    Figure 22.  Overall SEIS temperatures on the deck. 

 
  Figure 23.  Overall SEIS temperatures from sol 66 to 72 (fully deployed). 
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The SEIS thermal behavior is evaluated during these first Mars surface operations. All temperatures are within 

AFT and PE, LVL and SP temperatures follow the daily cycle as expected. It is observed that the Ebox temperature 

is impacted by the operations (dissipation increase) and the lander thermal enclosure temperature variation. In addition, 

deck temperature is warmer than the specification from JPL due to a wider operating time range allowed on the deck. 

When SEIS is without WTS, heaters are used during the night allowing a wider operating time range. As predicted, 

the operations with WTS protection and heaters on are possible during 24hrs until the sol 111. 

Thermal predictions are regularly updated during these first Mars surface operations thanks to the in-situ 

measurements as soon as available. Data used to update the thermal environment are the solar arrays temperatures, 

the deck temperature, the atmosphere temperature, the atmosphere opacity (impacting the solar radiation) and the wind 

speed. The thermo-optical properties taking into account the dust are considered (confirmed by the pictures) and sensor 

orientation versus Sun is corrected in the model to fit with the true orientation. A bench of sensitivity analysis for each 

configuration (on deck, deployed 

without WTS and fully deployed) 

shows that the main parameters are the 

atmosphere temperature and the wind 

speed. Figure 24 shows the 

comparison for each phase. The 

thermal numerical models provide 

very satisfactory results and do not 

need any correlation. The thermal 

numerical models are reliable and allow to confirm that heaters can be switched off until at least sol 111 to let scientists 

characterize the noise due to the heaters. 

Concerning the thermal time constants (TTC1 and TTC2) at the beginning of the mission, the observations cover 

SEIS on Mars surface without WTS (just before Sol 66) and with WTS (just after Sol 66): 

- Without WTS, LVL-VBB is ≈3.6hrs. So, TTC2 (sphere-VBB), demonstrated at ≈4hrs after TVAC4 and landed 

TVAC, becomes inferior to ≈3.6hrs and is evaluated at ≈3.4hrs. This ≈0.6hrs decrease may be due to 

internal outgassing, but TTC2 remains well compliant with the requirement of 2hrs minimum. 

- With WTS, the SEIS SA temperature sensors show a great improvement in terms of temperature 

stabilities. For TTC1, the present status is the following. Testing demonstrates WTS-sphere ≈4.6hrs for the 

mission extreme condition. With a high wind speed (11 m/s), the ratio, between WTS thermal inertia and 

coupling with the Mars atmosphere, gives an evaluation of Mars-WTS around 1.7hrs. By addition, a TTC1 

value of ≈6.3hrs complies with the requirement of 5.5hrs minimum and an overall TTC prediction of 

≈9.7hrs complies with the requirement of 8hrs minimum. 

 

Thanks to these three deployment phases, the SEIS thermal behavior is fully evaluated and demonstrated compliant 

with each thermal requirement. In addition, the numerical models provide very satisfactory results. After Sol 74, 

begins the phase planned for characterization and calibration of the scientific performances of the SEIS instrument. 

VII. Conclusion 

This paper presents the thermal control system (TCS) end to end development to guarantee accurate measurement 

of the SEIS very sensitive seismometers on board the InSight Mars mission from NASA despite the severe Martian 

thermal conditions. Indeed, SEIS endorses a very changing thermal environment on Mars with an atmosphere 

temperature varying between -100 °C and 0 °C (depending on the seasonal external environment) while the 

seismometer is very sensitive to any temperature variation. 

The SEIS TCS is based on an efficient thermal insulation system (conductive, radiative and convective). The TCS 

is passive with heating for specific operations and designed to be as less disturbing as possible for the scientific 

measurement. The CNES thermal team and all its partners performed the complete development of the SEIS TCS, 

from the beginning of the TCS design until the actual thermal results during SEIS Mars operations. This paper 

summarizes this complete TCS development with a presentation of all its main phases: the SEIS TCS concept, its 

associated thermal numerical models, the thermal validation by environmental tests and the actual temperature 

variations observed during first Mars operations and in relation to SEIS scientific performances. 

Thanks to all these works, SEIS is now in operating mode on Mars planet and in perfect temperature conditions to 

listen to the beating heart of Mars in order to reveal the mysteries about the Mars forming and evolving into a frozen 

desert planet. 

  Discrepancy between predictions and telemetry 

Configuration Sol LVL PE SP VBB 

On the deck 10 < 3°C < 3°C < 3.5°C No measure 

On Mars surface  

without WTS 
35 < 5°C < 7°C < 5°C < 5°C 

Fully deployed 68 < 3°C < 3°C < 1°C < 3°C 

Figure 24.  Comparison between thermal numerical model and telemetry. 
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